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Abstract 

The smart and connected devices with 6G competence extended the Internet of Things expectations enormously 

for providing versatile services but also witness some criticalities in the real time environments.  Although, the 

real time routing solutions provide significant development for routing reliability but observes several hurdles of 

sensor nodes characteristics in smart applications scenario. The inclusion of Fog-Edge devices improving the 

states of routing as well as trust by enabling Computational Intelligent among applications. Such an Artificial 

Intelligence based application introduces a routing method using optimization for heterogeneous node portfolio 

with 6G networking configuration and then transmitted data securely using authenticated three-way handshake 

communication. The Proposed Protocol verify by AI modular approach and guaranteed an efficient way of secure 

routing using Fog Cloud computing model.  

Keywords: Autonomous System, 6G Network, Genetic Algorithm Optimization, Efficient Routing Protocol, 

Three Way Handshake  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An IoT devices has plenty of opportunities in smart enabled technologies using 6G [1]. It’s an 

extended version of 5G that enriched with numerous facility. The Industrialist believe in this 

technology fully for the development of smart intelligent and autonomous systems [2]. The 

Smart applications are more data driven as well as optimized such a way so that achieves its full 

functionalities. Fog based IoT applications and 6G capabilities made the real time technologies 

into new heights. And the developers of real time applications need more to be concerned about 

that; the system must respect certain rules and deadlines, coding of software and components, 

precise decision algorithms and mostly important synchronization between different devices and 

optimization of delay between them [3].  The integration of Fog paradigm, with IoT using 6G 

extension is a deep dive analysis task which also bind with several benefits but related with 

some challenges also. The 6G networks are apparently care the high speed and technical 

standard of the transmission of big data generated through smart sensors and also included better 

resource management in the new portfolio of connected devices [4], [5], [6]. The numerous 

routing algorithms are devised in Fog-IoT paradigm; Yet the motivation comes from the 

extension of old applications and introduction of new applications with technology updates; but 

sometimes reduces the ability to perform well within limited timeframe due to poor cumbersome 

routing algorithm. While most of applications either new or old suffers from high service delay; 

thus paper contributes for the development of optimal routing scheme for extended 6G service 

in Fog-IoT framework; that solves the problem of delay and provide secure data transmission 

facility using AI based system. 
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The objective of this research work is to design an optimized Routing Algorithm for the secure 

Fog-IoT architecture using real time application with inclusion of high connectivity by 6G; as 

optimization process is to find out best solution among n feasible solutions. In particular, we 

proposed an optimization process for energy efficient and secure routing of data as per 

applications requirement. Furthermore, this research also elaborates that this Efficient and 

Secure Routing proposal respond better than other proposed methods. This article is organized 

in the following subsections; the background and problem statement is presented in Section 2, 

the review of literature elaborated in section 3, proposed protocol is described in Section 4, the 

evaluation  environment is covered in Section 4, along with an explanation of the experimental 

data. In the end, Section 5 concludes this work. 

 

2. BACKGROUD AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The IoT is enabling technology world; latest by smart sensing devices, advanced communication 

technology and versatile internet protocols and applications. This makes our lives digitally smart 

and advanced. In this portfolio of working smart sensors sensed information without any human 

involvement and forward such sensing information using diversified communication technology 

[7] [8] [9]. However, sincere efforts and advanced modules are necessary to envies the huge 

data generation and its secure delivery in real time scenario thus easing the communication in 

connected devices portfolio. Although many dynamic routing algorithm and its implementation 

perform well with the heterogeneous sensor nodes infrastructure but they suffer from many 

research issues like nodes energy constraints, network coverage availability, malicious node 

attacks and many more [10] [11]. On the other hand, the Fog based architecture of connected 

devices make the applications work in a simpler, smarter and secure ways by introducing 

modular Artificial Intelligence Apps using 6Generation communication techniques. This 

important Fog layer does not only support the data preprocessing, interoperability between 

applications but also enhanced the routing, load distribution, resource management and data 

security hence improve its industry, social and technical involvement now a day. The Enormous 

advancements in communication and computing ideas enabled the intelligent Fog architecture 

with more sophisticated version of the AI based data routing, with basic purpose of warranting 

safe data delivery [12] [13].  Numerous sensor based optimization techniques as well as data 

routing proposed and formulated that provide excellent data routing in IoT infrastructure yet 

Fog based secure routing is one of major issue for researchers. Figure 1 depicts the structure of 

the Fog-IoT model with IoT application based sensors for data collection and processing using 

6G connectivity. The effectiveness of Fog-IoT is highly dependent on the size, and quality of 

the shared data. However, a large amount of this data is sensitive to privacy and authenticity 

concerns. Therefore, route the data, preprocessed the data and security are some unresolved 

issues in such portfolio. The development of AI based modular system is a challenging task, 

including a secure and computational intelligence decision [14].  This research work aims to 

offer the routing protocol for automatic decision making with secure data forwarding scheme 

using Fog based technology.  

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019057822004931#sec2
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019057822004931#sec3
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019057822004931#sec4
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0019057822004931#sec5
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The following are the primary contributions of the proposed protocol: 

1) It gives the AI based modular system using optimization architecture and guaranteed 

quality service required to gather data from sensor nodes. 

2) The proposed routing procedure not only provides the robust system for the IoT 

applications but on the other side, it also generates less delay based data routing facility. 

3) The proposed protocol not only offers a risk-aware routing method but also uses three-

way handshake verification and authentication. 

4) It is analysed on waste management system.  

 

Figure 1: 6G Infrastruture based Fog-Cloud Model 

 

3. RELATED WORK 

Real time applications are the major technological milestones of today’s smart world; in which 

the result of application majorly depends upon timeliness and predictable computations. These 

applications are operated within limited time frame; sensing, analysing and acting on streaming 

data immediate to take preventive actions. It uses event-driven approach on asynchronous 

streaming data. With the growing demand of smart devices and wireless connectivity in daily 

applications Fog Computing accompanied with IoT, Cloud Computing, mobile computing and 

an interoperable environment of applications. It acts as a powerful tool to provide both 

communication and data processing simultaneously. This integrated environment act as a smart 

tool to be collected data from edge devices, processed them in intelligent servers and provide 

instant results to the time constraint applications. The upcoming research standard for wireless 

cellular communication and the successor of fifth-generation (5G) is the 6G networks, which 

provide high levels of efficiency and support a wide range of diverse devices and environments 

for distributed systems [15], [16]. Due to the functional effectiveness of communication 
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operations, the role of artificial intelligence in 6G networks contributes expressively to real-time 

routing decisions, many research initiatives are going on in this field where most of them 

focused on energy efficient routing. Manisha Verma, Neelam Bhardwaj, and Arun Yadav [17]  

developed a new scheduling policy in their research  for load balancing in Fog Computing 

environment, which satisfy demand of real time users by complete real tasks within deadline 

and finally increase throughput and network utilization and maintaining data consistency. The 

simulated results were tremendously good, and provide minimum execution time, consistency 

along with proper resource and bandwidth utilization as compared to the existing algorithms 

like FCFS, Priority and Multi Objective Tasks scheduling algorithm in fog computing 

environment. Sodhro, A. H. et al [18] proposed Qos-TPC (Transmission Power Control based 

Quality of service) approach to explains the strength of received power at the destination node 

and is evaluated by the time, transmission power (TP) and distance among other nodes then 

performs data processing of nodes based on key constraints and achieve Quality of services 

parameters. In the similar way the Li et. all [19] providing high-performance computing services 

for delay-sensitive Internet of Things (IoT) applications. As per literature instead of load the 

task on remote cloud; it can be offloaded on distributed fog computing server through which the 

delay performance can be greatly improved. They investigated a workload allocation scheme in 

an IoT–fog–cloud cooperation system for reducing task service delay, aiming at satisfying as 

many as possible delay-sensitive IoT applications’ and quality of service (QoS) requirements. 

In this proposal they formulate the workload allocation problem in an IoT-edge-cloud 

cooperation system, which suggests optimal workload allocation among local fog node, 

neighboring fog node, and the cloud center to minimize task service delay. Then, the stability of 

the IoT-fog-cloud queueing system is theoretically analyzed with Lyapunov drift plus penalty 

theory. Based on the analytical results, this delay-aware online workload allocation and 

scheduling (DAOWA) algorithm is achieved the goal of reducing long-term average task serve 

delay. The work done in research paper [20] proposes Trust based Routing Protocol for Low 

Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) to protection against routing or other forms of attacks; with 

behavior-based analysis of entities in the system with the power to predict future behavior. As 

new nodes join and old nodes leave; somewhere issue of trust arises in fog computing while this 

lightweight recommendation based on trust mechanism also impart security to Routing Protocol 

for Low Power and Lossy Networks (RPL). Fog computing with IoT also supports intelligent 

transportation; A. Paul and S. Mitra, [21] devised system uses real time data of the vehicles and 

re-route them by executing a Next hop selection algorithm. It uses to calculates the sequence 

and duration of green signal for the lanes dynamically as well real time data of the vehicles and 

re-route vehicles by executing a Next hop selection algorithm; which performs better as 

compared to Dijakstra and A* Algorithm. As IoT applications enhances quality of services in 

life but huge data generation places the pressure on resources of traditional cloud data centers; 

thus it suffers delay sensitive data applications. Mohammad Reza Akbari, Hamid Barati, Ali 

Barati [22] research consider an efficient energy routing method based on the overlapping 

clustering inspired from the Grey theory. In this proposal researchers selected the best node for 

route the data in a hierarchical method using a symmetrical tree of processed data to the server. 

The simulation results show that it decreases the response time more than 20.1% and 25.78% 

and increase packet delivery rate more than 23.1% and 28.78% and lifetime more than 25.1% 

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/Manisha-Verma-2088169004?_sg%5B0%5D=QeRA1Q0fWYH4HqhyWC1INIpDZC_IfLzNa1N-7Oju3JuBGanlk3lldrcGD8eETuhxgXvM-Ag.-leRpJxVyU_w_EBmLeNehGDOiPjqb5H-0wjPEzifj_W4seXFRP7P2on_NwWJD1CD8xyRHH9baVJvOpxZroXImg&_sg%5B1%5D=pWZE2z0YI16MqhN1nEtqaT_Cgpku5Bj4iTpMKPJyIZIwK0K5ApwXIcyUiTWt5MBsNW72Hew.EmqkQHArBYuq9FvWlzc5MkggKXBiW1XOPSwQeV6dWogntqQS0CXgb-Sh8EmzrB6Epl0PGg_n96mteJKXBzgJcg
https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/Neelam-Bhardwaj-2105605766?_sg%5B0%5D=QeRA1Q0fWYH4HqhyWC1INIpDZC_IfLzNa1N-7Oju3JuBGanlk3lldrcGD8eETuhxgXvM-Ag.-leRpJxVyU_w_EBmLeNehGDOiPjqb5H-0wjPEzifj_W4seXFRP7P2on_NwWJD1CD8xyRHH9baVJvOpxZroXImg&_sg%5B1%5D=pWZE2z0YI16MqhN1nEtqaT_Cgpku5Bj4iTpMKPJyIZIwK0K5ApwXIcyUiTWt5MBsNW72Hew.EmqkQHArBYuq9FvWlzc5MkggKXBiW1XOPSwQeV6dWogntqQS0CXgb-Sh8EmzrB6Epl0PGg_n96mteJKXBzgJcg
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arun-Yadav-2?_sg%5B0%5D=QeRA1Q0fWYH4HqhyWC1INIpDZC_IfLzNa1N-7Oju3JuBGanlk3lldrcGD8eETuhxgXvM-Ag.-leRpJxVyU_w_EBmLeNehGDOiPjqb5H-0wjPEzifj_W4seXFRP7P2on_NwWJD1CD8xyRHH9baVJvOpxZroXImg&_sg%5B1%5D=pWZE2z0YI16MqhN1nEtqaT_Cgpku5Bj4iTpMKPJyIZIwK0K5ApwXIcyUiTWt5MBsNW72Hew.EmqkQHArBYuq9FvWlzc5MkggKXBiW1XOPSwQeV6dWogntqQS0CXgb-Sh8EmzrB6Epl0PGg_n96mteJKXBzgJcg
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and 28.78% compared other approaches. Abohamama, A.S., El-Ghamry, A. & Hamouda, E.  

[23] proposed a semi dynamic real-time task scheduling algorithm for bag-of-tasks applications 

in the cloud–fog environment. This proposal formulates task scheduling as a permutation-based 

optimization problem. In this case an enhanced and revised version of the genetic algorithm is 

used to provide different permutations for arrived tasks at each scheduling round. Then, the 

tasks are assigned, in the order defined by the best permutation, to a virtual machine, which has 

sufficient resources and achieves the minimum expected execution time. Additionally, the 

proposed algorithm is compared with first fit, best fit, the genetic algorithm, and the bees’ life 

algorithm in terms of make span, total execution time, failure rate, average delay time, and 

elapsed run time for solution have become a pillar for enhancing the quality of life. Although 

all the aforementioned research works have analyzed and proposed diverse domains with the 

distinct goal and target; yet the aim of all to developed a routing mechanism with targeted 

challenges. The reviewed literature motivated us to analyzed all the key concern about Fog –

IoT portfolio and proposal of an Efficient Routing algorithm; which will perform efficiently 

routing and secure data delivery. 

 

4. EFFICIENT AND TRUSTED ROUTING PROPOSAL 

In this section, we present the explanation of an efficient and secure routing protocol for the IoT 

devices. Also, its developed architecture components are discussed in detail. The main 

challenges that occur is the interaction of devices in real time with one another. Moreover, the 

performance of the Architecture depends on efficient data delivery among nodes and provides 

sufficient security in terms of authentication, integrity, and confidentiality. The proposed 

protocol is comprised of two main components. In the first component, the issue of routing the 

messages from the source toward the destination is addressed through the use of an artificial 

intelligence-based Perturbative metaheuristic technique. This technique utilizes the genetic 

algorithm optimization approach which not only allows to select specialized nodes that can pave 

optimized routing path from sensor nodes to cloud infrastructure through Fog gateways by local 

search and inhibit a scalable solution for real time application. In the second component, the 

protection and security of the communicating devices in the network are achieved through the 

use of session-based authentication and in the proposed protocol, the 6G technology is executed 

on the upper tier between network edges and sink nodes that explore the communication 

limitations for the distributed applications. This AI based configuration modules provides 

routing strategy; that act as intelligent decision maker and will choose best route among n 

feasible route with high security. The proposal has 2 steps: 

Before you begin to format your paper, first write and save the content as a separate text file. 

Complete all content and organizational editing before formatting. Please note sections A-D 

below for more information on proofreading, spelling and grammar. 

Keep your text and graphic files separate until after the text has been formatted and styled. Do 

not use hard tabs, and limit use of hard returns to only one return at the end of a paragraph. Do 

not add any kind of pagination anywhere in the paper. Do not number text heads-the template 

will do that for you? 
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a) Routing Algorithm by exploring genetic Algorithm Optimization 

This section provides the routing process among nodes using optimizing technique. In this 

solution we explore the genetic algorithm techniques to efficiently route the nodes for eg. 

garbage trucks at the right route so it doesn’t waste their time to search for empty bins. The 

genetic algorithm leads end-to-end optimal solutions by utilizing empty bins status and right 

route. At the beginning of the process, the garbage truck starts its journey from predefined path 

using starting routing table; as smart IoT sensor with smart dustbin update the route based on its 

full or empty condition to the Fog servers; the routing table updated using such status and then 

to select the route where next full dustbin is there. When the route for initially started; garbage 

truck follows the predefined route but the update done using the threshold parameters stored in 

selected Fog servers which act as route decision maker; and get selected by natural selection 

genetic algorithm heuristic. On the basis of smart bin threshold optimized route among 

predefined route get selected. As the Fog servers are main components to updating the routes 

and saving the bin status for optimizing routing; the clustering within Fog Layer gather 

information from the sensors and edge devices and send it to the Fog Head Node. Additionally, 

Head Nodes decided the route; updated the table and provide the Quality of service. With GA 

[24] the number of Intelligent Nodes in the network can be selected for taking important decision 

based on applications introduced at that nodes and thus the routing of garbage truck must be 

efficient and network to operate fast to using 6G services in less delay time frame. The AI based 

such heuristic optimization frame clusters and optimized an intelligent fog server within them; 

that act as Intelligent Head Node and perform an Efficient Routing decisions using threshold set 

to sensor nodes. The route updation referred in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart for Route Table Updation 
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b) Security Enabled Algorithm using Three-way handshake  

This section explains the establishment of the Garbage truck trust and secure communication 

for data transferring. The proposed protocol provides session key generated handshake 

communication to ensure authentication and data privacy between movable garbage truck and 

intelligent Fog servers. It makes use of network edges as a local controller for authentication 

between truck and the intelligent Fog node [25]. When the truck needs to communicate with the 

Fog server, it first sends the request packet SYN to the edge device. Upon receiving the SYN 

packet, the edge device checks its detail in the routing table, if it is found then the edge node 

generates a one-time session key Ki and share with the fog server and sink node. After receiving 

the Ki, the fog server and sink node send acknowledgment packets SYN, ACK towards the edge 

device. To initiate the data routing between truck and fog server / sink node, the fog and sink 

nodes send again the ACK, Data to initiate data transfer procedure.  Thus three-way handshake 

between movable truck and sink or Fog server must be authentic and secure. The security of the 

proposed solution also provides strong authentication and data privacy against unknown 

identities. Without proper mutual connection the data cannot be routed toward the sink node. 

Furthermore, the record of each vehicle is maintained by edge devices and supports 

uncompromised access to crucial data. All the communication between devices is mutual 

authenticate and when the connection is declared as verified, both devices can initiate their data 

forwarding. By exploring the proposed security procedures, the shared information is secured. 

The referred flowchart is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Flow Chart for Trusted Communication 
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5. PROPOSAL EVALUTION 

The proposal of efficient and secure routing using Edge-Fog architecture has following steps to 

route the garbage truck smartly so their efficient time does not waste to pick empty bins 

regarding waste management IoT use case.  The routing algorithm using Genetic optimization 

of fog servers performs listed steps: 

Step 1: Initial Population: The process of natural selection in genetic algorithm start from 

creating initial population. Every node can be treated as individual and having parameters in 

form of genes. These genes are joined in string to form chromosomes. In targeted architecture 

the random selected fog servers; which are the essential units of Fog layer; form the initial 

population with the constraints (less load, High transmission power and distance parameter).  

As per observation we have taken 15 fog nodes as an input for initial population distributed 

geographically. 

 

Step1: Initial Population Generation of Fog Servers 

Step 2:  Calculate Fitness:  In the next step of optimization; a problem domain is to evaluate 

Fitness of individual using selection operator; which is form next generation. This process 

define through which individual are selected for mating based on parameters; where crossover 

and Mutation elaborated the Search area. In this procedure create an objective function and 

calculate fitness of Chromosomes. By rank selection operator method, a chromosome is selected 

for mating having low fitness value and higher probability. Finally, the sum of set of calculated 

parameters used as fitness function. This process continues till an optimum solution is achieved, 

or generation reaches its maximum limit. An Algorithmic description illustrate as: 

N is the number of individuals in the population, Pos the position of an individual in this 

population (least fit individual has Pos=1, the fittest individual Pos=N) and SP the selective 

pressure. The fitness value for an individual is calculated as: in Linear ranking: 

Fitness(Pos_i) = 2-SP+2(SP-1)   (i-1) 

                                      (N-1)  

Assume The Selective Pressure = 2.0  

Individual     1 ≤ i ≤ n 

Probability P(Ri) ≥ 0   

Ri- Rank Positions    Σ P(Ri)=1  for    i=1 
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By calculating the Fitness among 15 Nodes 6 Nodes are having indexed with less scheduled 

task treated as fitted node for  Optimization 

 

Step2: Selection of Fitted Chromosomes 

Step 3: Intelligent Fog Node Selection: When an objective function value has reached a 

predefined value an intelligent head must be selected; among P Population after Nth generation. 

These Intelligent servers are highly resource capable in terms of processing power with less task 

allocation and more Processing ability and would take part in routing through updating the 

routes and balancing route optimization within 6g concerted real time applications.  

 

Step 3: Optimized Intelligent Server 

After performing the optimization of nodes the trusted data communication proposal has been 

evaluated by following procedure using 3-way Handshake method. In this step of security 

measures the  handshake protocol for the data sharing from garbage truck to fog/sink node by 

using Edge node the key Ki is generated.  

The transmitted node performs X-OR operation between Ki and its ID Vi and then formed New 

key i.e. Kj using postulate 26. 

Kj= Ki XOR Vi             [26] 

The sink node again performed the XOR operation between Kj and Ki and get garbage truck 

verification id i.e. Vi 

Vi= Ki XOR Kj 

Later, the Garbage truck performs the encryption using own key Ki and then sink node performs 

decryption using the key Kj and hence this Asymmetric encryption process also guarantee the 
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trust between information sharing and its authentication so that change their route according to 

new route devised by sensor information based upon empty bins. Thus the proposal of an 

Efficient and Trusted  routing within 6G concerted portfolio based upon AI based decision 

maker components to route the garbage truck efficiently and transfer the data securely to other 

connected devices depicted in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: An AI based Fog Decision Maker in Waste Management 

 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

IoT networks and sensors are performing a dynamic role in every aspect of smart world and the 

6G networks offer significant benefits in terms of high quality of service and data delivery 

performance in this portfolio. This research work proposed an efficient and secure routing and 

data transmission scheme based on probability matrices and network statistics parameters of 

geographically distributed Nodes. Although most of routing algorithm guarantee Quality of 

service parameter yet remains security challenges unresolved; while this Fog based Solution 

performs well with AI based Fog modular application decision maker. The optimization in 

determining the network routes and reducing the processing overheads with the secure data 

transmission using Fog nodes is performed well with the waste management IoT Use case. This 

proposal also benefitted in the terms of less delay in real time decision making as implemented 

over Fog-edge based computing model.  In future work, we aim to analyze the performance of 

the proposed protocol on real data sets and exploit an unsupervised machine learning approach 

to predict the more robust data transportation strategies.  
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